The mission of Editions EHESS, the publishing arm of the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (School of Advanced Studies in Social Sciences), is to enliven public and intellectual debate by publishing innovative works in human science, whether they be first publications or works by accomplished researchers, whether from the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales or other horizons in France and abroad.

Their ingenuity, high scientific standards and reflexivity make these books tools for reflection that, unconstrained by the fleeting pace of current events, contribute to producing the knowledge needed to understand today’s world.

In harmony with the experimental tradition of the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, Editions EHESS works towards an intellectual vision of the social sciences encompassing the diverse methods, areas and periods that structure these disciplines.

The Editions EHESS backlist comprises some 900 titles in history, art history, anthropology, sociology, economics, psychology, geography, linguistics and semiotics. On average, about twenty new titles are added every year.

Publications are organised within seven living collections:

- **“Cahiers de L’homme”** (research papers on humankind). Focuses on anthropology.
- **“En temps & lieux”** (in times and places). Presents works of basic research.
- **“Cas de Figure”** (case in point). The authors featured in this topical collection provide the reader with accessible keys to a better understanding of today’s world without jettisoning the scientific requirements of their discipline.

- **“L’histoire et ses représentations”** (history and its representations). Founded by Louis Marin, this collection is dedicated to art history and theory.
- **“Enquête”** (enquiry). Brings great disciplines in the human sciences head to head.
- **“Raisons pratiques”** (practical reasons). Tackles current issues in social and political theory (analysis of action and the collective).
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**These publications are also of note:**  
two copublished collections not distributed by the Centre de Diffusion de l’Édition, namely “Hautes Études” (advanced studies), which presents, in particular, Michel Foucault’s lectures, and “Contextes” (contexts), which stands at the crossroads of philosophical and social science knowledge;  
two journals not distributed by the Centre de Distribution de l’Édition, namely *Annales* (by Armand Colin) and *L’Homme* (by Le Seuil).